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Find technology and solutions for your problem

directly in the network or

via protected open innovation, hackathons or challenges

Protected presentation & transfer of information

proof of ownership, delivery & contact point as well as
agreements on the fly

The Technology Transfer platform

Build and use valuable contacts

and Find partners, clients and investors

via protected Marketplaces, Events & Exhibitions

find the right CLIENTS for your TECHNOLOGY 💎 and vice versa
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We make Money & have Impact 
by combining

BUT, how to start ?



Key Problem

LACK of TRUST & Protection
when sharing valuable information

HIGH COST & 
LONG LEAD TIMES
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HIGH INTRANSPARENCY



based on blockchain technology

Solution: a TRUST Network
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Protected & Customizable
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TRUST & 
SECURITY

PROTECTED to your needs on all levels



Protection via ipOcean App for identification

- Users

User‘s identity and document keys
are stored on ipOcean App (private wallet) 
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TRUST & 
SECURITY

GDPR compliant

proprietary
blockchain protocols



Protection via fingerprints and contracts (virtual legal process) 

- Filings

TermsInfos & NewsSearch for

ChallengesProposals Posts Contracts

Offer

• protected document (no upload)
 optional with contract

• description incl. Metadata

• no protected
document

• description only

• for protected
documents

• e-signature

TRUST & 
SECURITY

proprietary
blockchain protocols

patent application filed, 2019



Protection via visibility and membership

- Marketplaces / Groups

OPEN
• everyone can join and see entries

PRIVATE
• for members only
• marketplace is visible to request membership
• owners assign membership

CLOSED
• for members only
• by invitation only
• marketplace not visible

TRUST & 
SECURITY



Protected Innovation Challenges

solve your problems using the „crowd“ 
via hackathons, open innovation, etc.

Confidential & Private Data Transfer

proof of ownership, delivery & contact point as well as
agreements on the fly

Matching algorithm will be launched soon

Customizable to your needs

B2B Marketplaces, Exhibitions & Events

Build and use valuable contacts
via protected presentations and transfers

Transparency



Level of

for business

€
/mo

€
/mo

€
/mo

‰
of R&D budget

Fair Price
FAST

visitors, content provider

Further full service packages: E.g. Open Innovation, Hackathon

per user pricing

(for 12 months payments)

Start-Package
600 €

live within a week
& further service

packages

Fair Price &    No Investment   &  Help/Resources



Proof
(autheticity, 

request, delivery & 

timing)

Markets, 

Clusters, 

Groups
KYC

Copy of 

data
(with 3rd 

party)

Control of 

access

Protectio

n Level

✔️ ✔️ ✔️ ✔️ (no) ✔️ Very High

Exhibition / 
in person ⭕ ⭕ ⭕ N.A. ✔️ High

Mail/CRM ❌ ✔️ ✔️ ❌ (yes) ✔️ Medium

Webpage 
with Login ❌ ✔️ ✔️ ✔️ (no) ⭕ Medium

Webpage 
w/o Login ❌ ❌ ❌ ✔️ (no) ❌ Very Low

Cloud
solutions ⭕ ✔️ ✔️ ❌ (yes) ⭕ Medium

Superior Level of Protection

Comparison of PROTECTION



cost & time 
requirement

Availability Flexibility
Messaging

Mgmt
Contracts

Markets
(Supply – Demand

& vice versa)

Low 24/7 High ✔️ ✔️
Global –
Global

Exhibition / 
in person

High (leadtime) 

/ Medium
up to 96h Low ❌ ✔️

many –
many

Mail/CRM Low up to 24/7 Medium ✔️ ✔️ 1 – many

Webpage 
with Login

High 24/7 Low-Medium ⭕ ❌ 1 – many

Webpage 
w/o Login

Medium 24/7 Low-Medium ⭕ ❌ 1 – many

Cloud
solutions

Medium 24/7 Low-Medium ⭕ ❌ 1 - many

Superior Benefits

Comparison of BENEFITS



Strong & GROWING Network
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Open Innvoation / Hackathon Flow - Example

Full service package: € 6000



my.ip cean.com

Interested?     Book your meeting
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Disclaimer

Forward-Looking Statements
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Certain information set forth in this presentation contains “forward-looking information”, including “future-oriented 
financial information” and “financial outlook”, under applicable securities laws (collectively referred to herein as 
forward-looking statements). Except for statements of historical fact, the information contained herein constitutes 
forward-looking statements and includes, but is not limited to, the (i) projected financial performance of the 
Company; (ii) completion of, and the use of proceeds from, the sale of the shares being offered hereunder; (iii) the 
expected development of the Company’s business, projects, and joint ventures; (iv) execution of the Company’s 
vision and growth strategy, including with respect to future M&A activity and global growth; (v) sources and 
availability of third-party financing for the Company’s projects; (vi) completion of the Company’s projects that are 
currently underway, in development or otherwise under consideration; (vi) renewal of the Company’s current 
customer, supplier and other material agreements; and (vii) future liquidity, working capital, and capital 
requirements. Forward-looking statements are provided to allow potential investors the opportunity to understand 
management’s beliefs and opinions in respect of the future so that they may use such beliefs and opinions as one 
factor in evaluating an investment.
These statements are not guarantees of future performance and undue reliance should not be placed on them. 
Such forward-looking statements necessarily involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause 
actual performance and financial results in future periods to differ materially from any projections of future 
performance or result expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.
Although forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based upon what management of the 
Company believes are reasonable assumptions, there can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will 
prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such 
statements. The Company undertakes no obligation to update forward-looking statements if circumstances or 
management’s estimates or opinions should change except as required by applicable securities laws. The reader is 
cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.


